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 Agent-based Plan Generation
 DES-based Simulator Design
 Prototype Implementation
 DES-based Simulator
 Agent-based Strike Plan Generation
 Experiment & Results
 Future Work
Introduction
 Military plans validation is 
typically a long drawn 
process.
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SAM Sensor Event Graph
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Gun Site and Gun Event Graph
Agent Model
Agent-based Model




 Weighted Map (Threat Map)
 Cell Based Decomposition - Grid
 A-Star optimize search algorithm
Plan Adjustment




Distance over the Air Defense coverages






or real world abstraction
Real World area is 40km 
by 40km
Each cell is represented as 
a pixel = 200 meters real 
world




 Input messages from simulator affecting the state of the agent 
environment
Agent responses to incoming messages from simulator
Alert agent aircraft of Radar lock onDAR LOCK ON








Alert agent aircraft of Radar lock offDAR LOCK OFF
 Update Agent Status 
(Aircraft status & 
Environment changes)
 Strike Action (Depending 
on Situation)
Positional updates of the agent in 
the simulation environment
SITIONAL
Agent Action Messageut Messages to Strike Aircraft Agent
Experiment & Results
Scenario
 Air strike on protected site
 Attacker has knowledge 
of the defence layout
 Attack plan generated
by Agent based tool
 Operational Analysis 
Question:
 “How sensitive is our 
attack plan to variation 
in the weapon 
systems?”
Design of Experiment
15 potential main effects
65 design points NOLH was used
50 replicas for each design point
Overall 65X50 = 3250 runs
For comparison, 
 Full factorial 2 level design 
2^15 = 32768.
 Overall 32768 * 50 = 1,638,400 
runs
 Most factors are continuous, or 



































































































































































































































oot Mean Square Error
ean of Response









The gun parameters has minimal affect on 
the outcome.  It has reflected the scenario 
pretty well (recall that the agent generated 
plan avoids the AA gun). 
The SAM Max Range and SAM Reaction 
Time are the two key main effects.
Analysis (Cont’d)
The mission should be reconsidered if the 
attacker is concerned about aircraft 
attrition and there is great uncertainty 
about the following:
 SAM Max Range (preferably less than 109.4)




Sensors model can be refined to reflect more 
realistic characteristics 
Enhancements of sensor footprint of irregular 
shapes 
Modeling sensor detection/undetection time 
using the glimpse model




Enhance Route generation by adding 
additional cost factors such as duration of 
exposure to threat
 Implementation of a dynamic area of 
operation for individual air formation
Provides a realistic terrain model such as 
DTED map or vegetation information
 Individual agent can be enhance further to 
include a Neural Net or a Bayesian network
Thank You
